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~ 1 Introduction 

It is introduced in [1, p. 193] that a uniform space satisfying the first axiom 

of countability would be complete if every Cauchy sequence converged to a point 

of the space, but this suspicion is unfounded. 

1t is natural to consider whether the above suspicion holds if the first axiom 

of countability is replaced with the second axiom of countability. 

The main purpose of this note is to show that the answer in generaI is in the 
negative. 

1n ~ 2 we wiII give a counterexample for the purpose. 
Terminology will be adopted mainly according to [1]. 

~ 2. Lemmas and main theorem 

Let X be the set of all rationaI numbers of the cIosed unit interval [0, 1]. 

For each monotone sequences S={x;/ i r: ω} in X , we define a subset V(S) of 

X X X such that 

V(S) = (X-?{Xi}) X (X-?{깐})UF(깐， x). 

(LEMMA 1) The fam z"ly :v={V(S) I S zs a monotone seqμence in X} is a subbase 

for some uniformiψ 26 for X. 

(proof) lt is clear. 
Then we have 

(LEMMA 2) The μ쩌form space (X, 26) has the discrete uniform loþology. 

(proof) 1 t is clear. 

(LEMMA 3) A seqμence S={Xj/ i εω} in (X, 26) z's a Cauchy seqμence iff there is 

a k6ω such that Xη~=Xn for every m, n르k. 

(proof) It is clear. 

(LEMMA 4) Eveη Cauchy sequence iη (X, 26) converges to one point of the space. 

(proof) It is clear by Lemma 3. 
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(LEMMA 5) There exists some Cαμchy net in (X, 21) μIhich can not conver ge to a 

þoint 01 the space. 

(proof) For each monotone sequence S in X , Iet us take a subset X(S) 

=X- l:J{Xi/x;EB} of X. It is clear that X(S) is a non empty subset of X , and the 

family F={X(S) / S is a monotone sequence in X} has the finite intersection 

property. 

Let α be the family of aIl finite intersection of members of F. α is directed 

by c. Since each member Y a in α is a non empty subset of X we may choose 

a point Ya in Y a. Then the net {(ya， yβ)/cya， Yβ) ~αxα} is eventuaIIy in each 

member of the family 1() which is the subbase for the uniformity 21. Because, 

for an arbitrary member V(S) iU 1(), there is a member X(S) in α and (yα'Yß) 

belongs to V (S) whenever Y a, Yβ foIIow X(S). Since the net {(ya'Y，β) Iα강， Yß) 

Fα×α} is eventuaIIy in each member of the family 1(), the net {Ya / Y éα} is a 

Cauchy net in (X,U'). 

lt is sufficient to show that the Cauchy net {Ya/ Ya~α} can not Converge to 

a point of the space X. 

For an arbitrary member Y a in α there is a point Ya in Y a which is a 

member of the Cauchy net {yα IYa~α}. Let Yβ=Ya-ya• Then Y ß is a member of 

α and follows Y a. Therefore there is a member Yβ in Y ß' and Y，β~Ya. This 

shows that for every point x of X the Cauchy net is not eventuaIIy in {x}. Since 

(X, 21) is a discrete space the Cauchy net can not converge to a point of the 

space X. 

We, now, have the foIIowing resuIt by the above Iemmas. 

(MAIN THEOERM) 

For the uniform space (X,U') μIhich is constructed as above, 

(1) the second axiom 01 countability is satislied, 

(2) eνery Cauchy seqμence 찌 (X ,U') converges to one point 01 the space X , and 

(3) there is some Cauchy net z"n (X,U') which does not converge to a point 01 
the sþace. (q. e. d) 
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